
Crown Council:   

We The People of Superior Jurisdiction 

Council founded by Lawful Due Process:  8.11.2022  

by Terra Australis Grand Jury 15.  

Document Ref: CCWTPOSJ - 55: 001- 21112022:11  

  

This communication comes in Peace.  

At no time may the writer, nor the reader,  

nor anyone who actions  

Rule of Lore/Law, All Are Equal Before The Lore/Law 

Be harmed, in any way whatsoever, at any time. Ever.  

This is the Laws of peace  

as we welcome 1000 Golden Years in which  

Planet Earth will experience no War 

 

  The Meek Shall Inherit The Earth. Matthew 5:5         

_____________________
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                     FIRST NATION SOVEREIGN COUNCIL  
                      Founded 20 May, 2023 and in conjunction with 
                                           Crown Executive Orders and the  
                               Terra Australis Grand Jury’s; founded 23.9.2021 
 
                         First Nation Sovereign Council: of Superior Jurisdiction; 

present the following Terms and Conditions 
for the Australian Government 

and its associated corporations of: inferior jurisdiction;  
to continue to engage in commerce on these lands.  

 
Effective immediately.    

____________________  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Form 00005.   IA & I  :  MAP & TRACK.   

               INDEPENDENT AUDIT & INVESTIGATION 

by Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction 

1. 26 February 2024.   
2. T8801-007-2024    Lawful Due Process.   Restored. 

2.1.Revocation of Public Drivers License by the State, the Impounding of Vehicles, and 
raising awareness regarding ‘profiling’. 

 
3. This Instrument comes in Peace and is of the Laws of Peace.  

4. Please do not erupt ‘War’ in this realm.  

5. Laws of Peace are of Superior Jurisdiction to the Laws of War.  
5.1.The Laws of War are privately owned: therefore are of inferior jurisdiction. 
5.2.The Laws of Peace belong to Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction and are 

a natural inherent right of Nature to exist in the abundance of Creation, free from conflict 
and terror.  

6. Therefore; all matters of Harm and Injury will be: 
6.1.  trialled before a Court of Superior Jurisdiction, 
6.2. that being the Common Lore/Law Courts of Terra Australis, 
6.3.convened by Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction 
6.4.before a full Jury, 
6.5.where all are deemed Equal before the Law.  
6.6.And innocent until proven guilty. 
6.7.Maxim of Law: The claimant must prove their claim.  
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7. We thank you in advance for not trespassing upon this Being, also known as the Sovereign, 
also known as the Executor and Beneficiary, also known as Sentient Being with breath. 

8. We thank you in advance for not trespassing upon the property of this Being.  

9. In response to the damages incurred by Community when Police confiscate modes of 
transport, by failure of Lawful Due Process, and impound them, and sell them, or crush 
them; thus disrupting the ability for folks to manage their affairs, the following Order has been 
passed by the 31st Terra Australis Grand Jury. 24.2.2024

10. Order #4:  Revoking License 
10.1.Let it be known that should a State drivers license 
10.2.that has been paid for, and was issued by the State, 
10.3.And is then revoked by the State, and or plates
10.4.For petty matters, warranting no Harm or Injury, 
10.5.And can come before a Common Law Court, to be discussed in the context of how and why the 

License was revoked;
10.6.The Jury may give blessing to travel in the Private
10.7.On the private roads.  
10.8.And the traveller will carry a document stating that, and negating any alleged jurisdiction by the 

Public Servants in such a matter. 
10.9.Dangerous drivers - having caused Harm and Injury,  will observe the revocation of their license by 

the State,  for the reasons that they are not road worthy drivers.   
10.10.Thus the document will offer two simple options: 

10.10.1.Did you lose your license due to spiteful behaviour by the State?  
10.10.1.1.Therefore the capacity to travel on the Private roads exists. 

10.10.2.Did you lose your license due to dangerous driving?  
10.10.2.1.Therefore the capacity to travel on the Private roads does not exist.

10.11.What say you Jurors?  
10.12.Unanimous Yes.
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11. Order #5: Impounding car and/or other transport 
11.1.Further, should the Drivers car or other transport be under threat of being impounded for such petty 

matters, 
11.2.The penalty for individual Police Officers in their private capacity: for the threat of impounding the 

mode of transport is $50K.  
11.2.1.And a further $50k if the action is actioned. 

11.3.And should a tow truck and/or Tow truck company, tow the car or other transport, 
11.3.1.the penalty is $50 000.

11.4.And should a Government Department or Private Proprietor impound the car, the penalty is 
11.4.1.Initial impound fee of $10 000
11.4.2.$1000 per day. 

11.5.Liability rests with the parties who take the car and/or other mode of transport. 
11.6.Therefore it is essential to ascertain the name and ID number of all parties involved, for liability 

purposes.  

11.7.What say you Jurors?  
11.8.Unanimous Yes

12. Order 5A : An Order requested by First Nation Elder. 
12.1.1.Profiling ‘Aboriginal’ people as being worthy to be pulled over for no apparent reason is an act 

of discrimination and is strictly forbidden.   
12.1.2.This profiling is reflected in the incarceration numbers of First Nation.  29% of incarceration 

are of First Nation, who are only 3% of the population. 
12.1.3.View Incarceration Nation; - documentary, as evidence.  
12.1.4.This is just one example of profiling.  There are multiple profiles.  
12.1.5.It is a form of targeting. 
12.1.6.It is both dangerous and terrifying for the individual, and other occupants of the car.  
12.1.7. At no time may a Police Officer reach into a car and remove the keys, thus disabling the 

occupant.  
12.1.8.Blocking of car mobility is strictly forbidden. 
12.1.9.Offenders will be liable for $50k per individual offender, per individual offence.   
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12.2.What say you Jurors? 
12.3.Unanimous Yes

13. And: 26th Terra Australis Grand Jury. 29.9.2023
13.1.Order #20 The revocation of the Drivers License
13.2.It does appear a new measure is for the administration to revoke Drivers License. That simply

means folks are driving on the Private Roads, not the Public roads. 

13.3.And may not be accosted by the Police. 

13.4.Nor made to exit their vehicle. 

13.5.Nor have vehicle confiscated.  

13.5.1.What say you Jurors? 
13.5.2.  Unanimous Yes.  

14. For the benefit of Public Servants: please refer to:   Fines and Penalities.:
14.1.https://executiveorders.life/press-release-record/entry/6166/?gvid=2748
14.2.And ongoing updates found at the Gazette:
14.3.https://executiveorders.life/press-release-record/

1. Date: _____________________________________________

2. Names of Individual/s under threat:

2.1. _________________________________________    Are you First Nation?       Y and       N ?

2.2. _________________________________________    Are you First Nation?       Y and       N ?

3. Your Vehicle Details :

4. Registration: _____________________________
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5. Make: ___________________________________ 

6. Model:  : _________________________________

7. Colour:  _________________________________

8. Location where threat/s have been made: 

8.1. _________________________________________

9. Name/s and ID numbers of individuals making threat/s: 
9.1. _________________________________________

9.2. _________________________________________

9.3. _________________________________________

9.4. _________________________________________

10. Attending Vehicle #1 Details: Police, Tow Trucks and Others : 

11. Registration: _____________________________

12. Make: ___________________________________ 

13. Model:  : _________________________________

14. Colour:  _________________________________

15. Attending Vehicle #2 Details: Police, Tow Trucks and Others : 

16. Registration: _____________________________

17. Make: ___________________________________ 

18. Model:  : _________________________________

19. Colour:  _________________________________
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20. Attending Vehicle #3 Details: Police, Tow Trucks and Others : 

21. Registration: _____________________________

22. Make: ___________________________________ 

23. Model:  : _________________________________

24. Colour:  _________________________________

25. Attending Vehicle #4 Details: Police, Tow Trucks and Others : 

26. Registration: _____________________________

27. Make: ___________________________________ 

28. Model:  : _________________________________

29. Colour:  _________________________________

Leith Masters                                                 Denise Chadwick 
CROWN EXECUTIVE ORDERS                                  CROWN EXECUTIVE ORDERS                         
First Nation Sovereign Council                                      First Nation Sovereign Council                                                 
Co-Executive Trustee for Humanity  -                            Co-Executive Trustee for Humanity -
Terra Australis                                                                Terra Australis.  
Sovereign Peoples Assembly SPAWA                           Sovereign Peoples Assembly SPAWA  
Sheriff: SPAWA                                                              Sheriff: SPAWA            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